**Rule Change**

6.1.2 Legacy 250: Any naturally aspirated carbureted twin cylinder 4-stroke (no fuel injection) of 250cc or less produced 2012 or prior, or any naturally aspirated single cylinder 4-stroke of 250cc or less produced 2013 or prior.

**Rule Change – Class addition**

6.1.5 Formula AFemme Lightweight

**Info**

400 Ninja will be eligible to run in the following classes:
- Lightweight Twins
- 450 Super Stock
- 450 Superbike
- Formula III

**Reminder**

- 8.1.1 Motorcycles that are equipped with a spin on type oil filter may only use OEM oil filters.
- 8.1.7 Motorcycles must be equipped with brake lever protection, intended to protect the handlebar brake lever from being accidently activated in case of collision with another motorcycle. The Chief Technical Inspector has the right to refuse any guard not satisfying this safety purpose.
- 8.1.13 A chain guard (also known as a Toe Guard or Shark Fin) must be fitted in such a way as to reduce the possibility that any part of the riders body may become trapped between the lower chain run and the rear wheel sprocket.

- AFM Vintage class follows AHRMA rules.